If you like...

ROMANCE

you might like ...

**The Kiss Quotient** by Helen Hoang (FIC HOANG, H.)

**To the Moon and Back** by Karen Kingsbury (FIC KINGSBURY, K.)
Meeting a bereft and smitten son of an Oklahoma City bombing victim who bonded with, and then lost contact with, the daughter of another bombing victim, Ashley struggles to help the man find the girl at the same time she tries to get her skeptical husband to understand why she feels strongly compelled to get involved.

**Say My Name** by Allegra Huston (FIC HUSTON, A.)

**The Music Shop** by Rachel Joyce (FIC JOYCE, R.)
The owner of a 1988 music shop in a down-at-heel suburban community uses his talent for connecting customers to the music they seek and resists a chance at an intimate relationship with a beautiful young woman who hides a mysterious agenda and compels him to confront painful elements from his past.

**House of Secrets** by V.C. Andrews (PB ANDREWS, V.)

**Providence** by Kepnes, Karen (FIC KEPNES, K.)
A tale of two childhood best friends—part love story, part detective story and part supernatural thriller—follows Jon, a boy with a strange power that can harm those he most loves, as he aims to protect his friend, Chloe, from it.

**Call Me Zebra** by Azareen Van der Vliet Oloomi (FIC VAN DER VLIET OLOOMI, A.)

**Mary B** by Katherine Chen (FIC CHEN, K.)
The awkward middle child of five, Mary Bennet, who loses herself in the secret pleasures of reading and writing in 19th-century England, soon discovers that her fictional creations are no match for the very real scandal, tragedy and romance that come into her life.

**Unbridled** by Diana Palmer (FIC PALMER, D.)

**I’ll Be Your Blue Sky** by Marisa De Los Santos (FIC DE LOS SANTOS, M.)

**Love Game** by Maggie Wells (FIC WELLS, M.)

**White Houses: A Novel** by Amy Bloom (FIC BLOOM, A.)
After meeting the future first lady while covering Franklin Roosevelt’s campaign, Lorena Hickock and Eleanor discover a powerful passion between them.

**A Duke By Default** by Alyssa Cole (PB COLE, A.)

**Wicked and the Wallflower** by Sarah MacLean (FIC MACLEAN, S.)
Finding the perfect way to exact a revenge years in the making, Devil, bastard son of a duke and king of London’s dark streets, offers to help Lady Felicity Faircloth land a suitable husband by transforming her into an irresistible temptress who will destroy his enemy.

**When Katie Met Cassidy** by Camille Perri (FIC PERRI, C.)